Have you heard of HERDA?
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Hereditary Equine Regional Dermal Asthenia (HERDA) is also known as hyper-elastosis cutis and has most frequently been noted in the American Quarter Horse breed, but does occur in other breeds. Within the Quarter Horse breed, the cutting horse lines are most commonly affected and are all descendants of the stallion, “Poco Bueno.” HERDA is an equine hereditary disorder that is similar to Ehlers-Danlos syndrome in people, and is caused by a gene mutation that causes abnormal collagen synthesis. This causes the skin to be unable to withstand typical stressors, including the weight and motion of a saddle or rider. The outer layer of the eyeball (cornea) is often thin, which can predispose horses to corneal ulcers. HERDA is an autosomal recessive disorder, meaning that two affected gene copies must be passed down (one from each parent) to the offspring to cause clinical signs (symptoms) in the offspring. Horses with clinical signs are considered homozygous for the mutation. If only one copy of the abnormal gene is present, the horse will be a carrier of the mutated gene, but will not show clinical signs. These horses are considered heterozygous for the mutation, and can have affected foals if bred to another carrier. Clinical signs of HERDA are usually seen by the time a horse is two years old, which is normally when most training of horses begins; however, it has been noted in horses as young as six months of age. The most common clinical signs are:

- Pain when the skin is touched
- Loose skin that feels doughy and is easily stretched
- Sudden skin loss
- Large and numerous skin lacerations from mild trauma
- Large blood or serum-filled swelling under the skin (hematomas, seromas)
- Corneal ulcers
- Increased flexibility of limbs

Many clinical signs are due to loss of the skin’s integrity and can be made worse with any kind of trauma to the body. Generally, clinical signs are confined to changes to the skin itself. Many of the large body systems such as the heart, lungs, and gastrointestinal systems remain normal in structure and function. There have been reports of some horses that do not exhibit loose skin and non-healing sores; however, they show clinical signs of pain and can have a change in attitude when being saddled or ridden. Exposure to sunlight can make clinical signs worse.

Diagnosis of HERDA is often made based on clinical signs. The horse usually has a history of persistent sores and wounds that take a long time to heal. There is generally scarring of the horse’s skin as well. A sample of a sore can be taken and submitted for histopathology to give a preliminary diagnosis, but confirmation of the disease requires a DNA test to look for the mutated gene. Normal healing from general procedures such as castration or wound repair does not mean that a horse does not have HERDA.

(continued on page 2)
Unfortunately, to date, there is no treatment for this genetic condition; however, careful breeding can lessen the occurrence of the disorder. Carriers of the mutated gene should not be bred to each other and, since carriers do not show clinical signs, all Quarter Horses of cutting lines should be tested prior to breeding. Management of horses who show clinical signs entails by preventing direct contact with sunlight, decreasing the risk of trauma to the horse, good wound care, and nutritional management with emphasis on meeting copper requirements. This is because copper is very important in the formation of collagen. Well-managed and mild cases can result in rideable horses, but many owners euthanize HERDA horses because of potential problems that may arise in the future. The American Quarter Horse Association has included HERDA genetic testing in its registration process to help owners become aware of young horses with HERDA and horses that are carriers.
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How do wounds heal?

All wounds heal by the same basic, progressive phases in all species: inflammation, proliferation, and maturation but the length of time for each phase varies wound to wound and the phases overlap at various points.

- The inflammatory phase initiates wound healing with controlling blood loss, then increasing the blood flow to the wounded area, initiation of debridement (cleaning) of the wound, and depositing inflammatory products (fibrin) in the wounded area. During this phase, you will see the bleeding decrease, yellowish discharge from the wound site, and the wound getting slightly bigger if it is not sutured closed.

- The proliferation phase allows for ingrowth of new blood vessels, the formation of granulation tissue, wound contraction, and epithelialization (migration of new skin cells). During this phase you will see bright pink tissue filling in the wound, the wound getting smaller, and a light pink line at the skin edge starting to grow over the wound bed.

- The final phase is the maturation or remodeling phase. This is when the wound organizes and the tissue gains some strength. This phase takes place over a very long period of time (weeks to months). You will not see much during this phase. The wounded area is becoming stronger by the alignment of fibers that are too small to be seen by our eyes, but you will see the wound scar and slowly start to look more normal and be less noticeable.

This image series shows a large wound over a shoulder that was sutured closed. Part of the skin flap became non-viable and was debrided, but the wound was considerably smaller in size when this happened, and only the non-viable skin was removed. This large wound progressed over several months to a point where the mare only has a small scar on her shoulder. This particular owner was very happy with a small scar as prior to seeing a vet she thought the horse would be put down over such a wound.

- Figure 1. Initial injury
- Figure 2. Wound repair
- Figure 3. 1 week after repair
- Figure 4. 12 days from repair
- Figure 5. 13 days from repair
- Figure 6. After wound debridement, 13 days from repair
- Figure 7. 6 days from debridement, 20 days from repair
- Figure 8. 16 days from debridement, 30 days from repair
- Figure 9. 45 days from initial injury
- Figure 10. 60 days from initial injury
- Figure 11. 75 days from initial injury
A New Wound?
Why Your Vet Should Take a Look

By Caroline Gillespie Harmon, DVM, MS, Diplomate ACVS-LA

Almost every horse owner has dealt with at least a wound or two on their horse. The big questions are and what wounds need to be seen by a veterinarian and how you treat them. This is not always an easy question to answer and if ever in doubt it is always better to have the wound looked at as soon as possible. The term “wound” encompasses everything from simple abrasions to “degloving” injuries (when the skin peels away from the leg). Horses can injure themselves on almost anything, and it is rare that the wound is made with something clean or sterile. Common items include loose nails in stalls, bucket handles, doors and door latches, and fencing. The list is exhaustive.

What wounds can you handle at home?
Skin abrasions, not full thickness skin wounds, are usually simple to handle at home. The key here is understanding why they are there. If they are rub sores from lying down in the stall, then extra bedding might be the trick for your horse. However, if the abrasions are there because the horse is colicky and rubbing his head on the ground, then he needs to be seen by a vet for the colic. Basic treatment for these partial thickness skin wounds is to keep them clean and dry so they can heal. Topical treatment of these wounds is not really necessary but some triple antibiotic ointment may help reduce the number of bacteria in the wound.

What about full thickness wounds?
A full-thickness wound is a wound that has gone through all the layers of the skin to the subcutaneous tissue, muscle or at times down to bone. The severity of full thickness skin wounds greatly depends on the location of the wound. Some very small wounds can be significant and even life threatening, and some very large wounds may heal on their own very well. That being said, some big wounds that are not over structures like joints and tendon sheaths may heal faster and ultimately with less expense if seen by a veterinarian.

If the wound is anywhere close to a joint or other synovial structure, like a tendon sheath or bursa, it should be evaluated by a veterinarian at the time it is discovered. The reasoning for this is that if the wound communicates with one of those structures and is not addressed early, when the wound seals the structure during healing, the horse will likely become very lame due to developing septic arthritis or septic synovitis (infection in the joint or synovial structure).

This unfortunately is a life threatening condition that can be difficult and extremely expensive to treat. If a veterinarian evaluates a wound over a synovial structure, he will likely place a needle into the structure away from the wound and see if it communicates with the wound. This procedure has risk associated with it, but the knowledge that the horse does or does not have joint communication will greatly change how the wound is treated. Not only will early intervention save you time and money, but it may also save the horse’s life or serviceability.

How long should you wait to call your vet about a wound?
We like to see wounds as soon as possible. Our goal is to see wounds early enough that they can be sutured closed or partially closed. This decision is not always easy to make and a lot of factors come into play. Suturing the wound will likely decrease the healing time and possibly scar formation. Not all wounds will be sutured closed and a large number of those sutured closed will dehisce (come apart) or have a portion of a skin flap die off. Even a closed wound that comes apart often made great progress and the wound size is reduced, or the tissue that dies acts as a biologic bandage over the granulating site. Throughout this process your vet will be evaluating the wound and continue adapting the treatment plan as needed.

What should I do if I see a nasty wound on my horse while waiting for the vet?
It is easy to get overwhelmed by the blood or the tissue damage associated with wounds. The best thing you can do is stay calm, clean the wound as best you can with some dilute betadine solution, and apply a bandage while waiting for your vet. Take a picture after cleaning the wound but prior to bandaging to share with your vet, if possible. The bandage helps to keep more debris out of the wound, but also to reduce the bleeding and swelling of the tissue. This makes suturing the wound easier and increases the chances of the wound healing.

What about bandaging?
Bandages will likely be part of the therapy if the wound is located in an area that can be bandaged such as a lower limb or parts of the head. Bandages keep the laceration clean and protected from the environment while developing a granulating bed. They also help to decrease the amount of movement at the wound site. This allows the granulating bed to form without the formation of crevices or micro-cracks, which will delay healing. Decreasing the movement of the wound, particularly over a joint, will help it heal more quickly—this is why sometimes bandage casts or splints are needed to help minimize movement at the wound site for optimal healing. Once a wound is granulated, the need for a bandage goes down as the granulating bed forms a barrier between the environment and the wound. In certain cases, keeping a wound unbanded and clean at this point will accelerate healing by allowing a part of the skin to migrate across the granulation tissue.

Are limb wounds different to other wounds?
Limb wounds are some of the most common wounds that are seen in the Purdue Veterinary Teaching Hospital and are different to others in a few ways. They generally have a slower rate of healing than wounds on the trunk of horses, they are generally contaminated with dirt, debris, and feces, and finally, these wounds are more likely to develop exuberant granulation tissue, better known as “proud flesh.” This is normal granulating tissue that
Skin Grafting: A Scary Sounding but Affordable and Rewarding Procedure to Treat Large Wounds on Horses

By Sarah J. Waxman, DVM, MS, Diplomate ACVS-LA

If you have owned a horse for any period of time, you have probably experienced a wound. Some wounds are small and heal quickly, maybe even without the help of your veterinarian, but others, especially when they’re on the legs, can be very large and take forever to heal.

Horses tend to get their legs cut up, sometimes badly. Frequently these wounds aren’t found for many hours so even if the vet gets called right away, it can be extremely difficult, or even impossible, to completely suture the wound closed. The best care for a wound is immediate veterinary attention so that it can be sutured, however if it cannot, we must go down the road of “second intention healing,” and healing without sutures. Unfortunately horse legs have minimal soft tissue coverage, the skin on their legs has little extra stretch to it, and horses innately have problems with wound healing in their lower limbs, including developing large amounts of proud flesh. For these reasons we often experience weeks, if not months, of doctoring and bandaging a leg when a horse has gotten a decent sized laceration on its limb that must heal by second intention. This is extremely time consuming, not to mention expensive when you factor in vet visits and bandage material, plus there is all the time lost on the horse’s use, and the resulting scar is usually fragile and prone to trauma.

The good thing is that there are some things we can do to speed up the healing process. The first thing is to have any large wounds evaluated by your veterinarian as quickly as possible. Frequently these wounds can involve important structures like joints, tendon sheaths, tendons, or ligaments. Best case scenario your vet just needs to get the wound appropriately cleaned up (hopefully sutured) and bandaged and start your horse on any medications they feel are necessary. If a wound is large and must heal by second intention we can then start the conversation about skin grafts.

(continued on page 6)

New Wound (continued from page 4)

Figure 1. Initial wound

Figure 2. 34 days after grafting

Figure 3. 67 days after grafting, hair regrowth by 40 days
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Spotlight on Foaling:
The Stages of Parturition and Foal Highlights
Co-authored by Nicole Rapa, DVM Student (Class of 2018) and Stacy Tinkler DVM, MPH, Dipl. ACVIM-LA

When one is interested in breeding horses and having foals born on their property, one of the most important aspects of this process is observation and an understanding of normal foaling. Management of a mare during gestation involves many management components that can all affect the health of the mare and foal. Proper research and communication with your veterinarian will help you prepare your mare adequately for the act of parturition or foaling. Prediction of foaling is difficult; however, some signs you may see in your mare include relaxation of tail head as well as increased udder size. In order to monitor the mare and ensure being present for the foaling, you may consider live stream videos, a foaling attendant, or a birth alert system while the mare is being kept in a clean foaling stall. Once the process of foaling starts it can be categorized into three distinct stages. Keep your vet’s phone number handy and keep an eye on the clock so you know your mare is progressing normally through foaling.

Stage 1—uterine contractions and foal positioning (30 minutes to 4 hours):
During the first stage of foaling the uterus begins to contract and the cervix is stimulated to dilate. This allows the foal to move through the cervix and into position in the birth canal. Your mare will likely become restless and appear colicky during this stage as the foal positions itself. Signs that the mare is going into labor are flank watching, rolling, tail flagging and getting up and down repeatedly. The mare may be sweating and have a decreased interest in feed; however, in some cases, there are no signs at all. At this time in a normal foaling scenario white colored fetal membranes may be observed over the front feet of the foal. When these membranes rupture fetal fluids are expelled (the water “breaks”) and stage 1 of parturition ends. This stage typically lasts 1-2 hours.

What you can do during stage 1:
- Wrap the tail of the mare
- Clean the area of the hind quarters, vulva, and udder with mild soap and rinse well
- If there is no progress of delivery after 1 hour, contact your veterinarian
- If the hooves are not “sole down” call your veterinarian as the foal may be mal-positioned and you may have complications

Stage 2—birth or expulsion of the foal (20-30 minutes):
During the second stage strong abdominal contractions cause delivery to occur typically within 20 to 30 minutes. If it takes a mare more than 30 minutes to foal once the fetal membranes rupture, there may be a problem with positioning which can be a sign of a difficult birth (dystocia). Additionally, if a red membrane is seen protruding from the vulva during stage 2 it should be opened immediately and a veterinarian should be contacted. If this occurs, there has been premature separation of the placenta from the uterus, also known as a “red bag,” and there will be decreased blood supply and oxygen delivery to the foal. This is a true foaling emergency. The umbilical cord is often broken during delivery or afterwards when the mare or the foal stand. The cord should break about an inch below the foal’s belly. Do not cut the cord, or clamp or suture the umbilical stump.

What you can do during and after stage 2:
- If foaling has not progressed by 30 minutes after the fetal membranes rupture and fetal fluids are expelled, call your veterinarian
- If you see a red membrane over the foal as it emerges from the vagina, this must be opened immediately and your veterinarian called
- Post-foaling observe the umbilical area of the foal for bleeding or contamination

Stage 3—passage of the placenta (30 mins-3 hours):
The third stage of parturition is when the placenta is passed. Most mares pass their placenta between 1-3 hours after delivery. If the mare retains her placenta, she may be at increased risk of a significant uterine or systemic infection and possible laminitis.

What you can do during and after stage 3:
- Try and document placental passage
- If the placenta is passed, collect it and store it in a plastic bag until your veterinarian can examine it to make sure it looks healthy
- If the placenta has not passed in 3 hours, call your veterinarian
- Examine the hind end of the mare to ensure there is no visible trauma to the vulva
- In cases of vulvar trauma contact your veterinarian
Foal Highlights:

Now that the foal is here, there is more work to do! After initial observations are made of the foal and mare, it is important to leave them together to bond without too much human interference. Foals should typically stand within 1 hour of birth (make attempts within 30 minutes), nurse from the mare to get colostrum within 2 hours, and pass the meconium (first feces) within 2-3 hours. Colostrum is the first milk and it is very rich in nutrients and antibodies that are essential for protecting the foal from pathogens; it is critical that the foal ingest an adequate amount of good quality colostrum within the first 12 hours of life or it will be at increased risk of disease. If the foal is unable to stand or nurse adequately within 3 hours contact your veterinarian. An enema may be needed if the meconium doesn’t pass within 24 hours. To prevent an umbilical infection, dip the entire umbilical stump in 0.5% chlorhexidine solution (1:4 chlorhexidine to water) 3-4 times a day for the first three days of life. Have your vet out for a newborn foal exam and to check your mare and the placenta post-foaling so you are all off to a healthy start.

Take Home Message

Foaling is no small task; it requires lots of preparation, monitoring and decisive action. Knowing what is normal, what is not, and what to do about it are essential to maximize the chance of an uneventful foaling or early intervention in a difficult foaling. Be prepared and consult with your veterinarian to establish a plan for your mare and newborn foal before foaling so everyone knows “what to expect when you are expecting!”
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Skin Grafting (continued from page 5)

Skin grafting in horses is a very easy and affordable procedure that can significantly decrease the time for wound healing, which reduces labor and material costs for you the owner, time lost on the horse during healing, and improves the strength of the healed wound vs the standard epithelial scar. These grafts usually come from skin on the horse’s neck from an inconspicuous place under the mane. This procedure is most often performed standing with sedation and local anesthesia, and can even be performed outside of a hospital setting, at a horse’s home barn, as long as an appropriate, quiet area with decent lighting is available. Virtually no special equipment is needed to perform skin grafts and most general practitioners are able to do the procedure. The skin grafts (individual plugs or discs of skin) are removed from the donor site (usually the skin on your horse’s neck) and then transferred to the recipient site (wound bed) and implanted. After the procedure the donor sites may be sutured closed and the grafted wound is bandaged. The entire procedure can be as quick as 30 minutes to a few hours depending on the size of the wound (and therefore the number of grafts required) and how many veterinary team members are involved.

Once a wound has been grafted, it is left alone for several days while the grafts take root. From there, the bandage is only changed as often as necessary (usually every 3-5 days) and assuming there are no complications and the majority of the grafts take, the wound will be healed in 2-4 weeks. The length of time until healed and out of a bandage just depends on how big the wound is and how many grafts were implanted. The hair will regrow about 4-6 weeks after grafting, and will come in tufts from each graft. Although this resultant graft scar isn’t the most cosmetic, when you compare it to what it would look like without, and then length of time to achieve healing without, it is a very good outcome. The cost is also very reasonable. The procedure requires a hospital visit or a farm call, sedation, clipping and scrubbing the donor and recipient sites, local anesthesia for the donor site, minor surgical supplies, surgical time, suture, and possibly a bandage. Typically this can be done for $300-500 depending on the amount of grafts that must be harvested, and does depend on the typical veterinary costs for the region you live in. The grafting process also does require that the wound be in good health and ready to accept grafts, which requires veterinary assessment. Although the cost for the procedure and the thought of a couple of vet visits before and a couple of vet visits after may sound like it adds up, generally the cost is worth it when you consider the amount of bandage material you have to buy, your time, and the time lost on the horse when it takes many months to heal up a wound.
The Equine Sports Medicine Center

Purdue’s Equine Sports Medicine Center is dedicated to the education and support of Indiana horsemen and veterinarians through the study of the equine athlete. The Center offers comprehensive evaluations designed to diagnose and treat the causes of poor performance, to provide performance and fitness assessments, and to improve the rehabilitation of athletic horses. Other integral goals of the Center are to pioneer leading-edge research in the area of equine sports medicine, to provide the highest level of training to future equine veterinarians, and to offer quality continuing education to Indiana veterinarians and horsemen. For more information visit our website:

www.vet.purdue.edu/esmc/